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This beautiful Attic Black-figured
lekythos from the 5th century B.C .
is only one of more than 1,000 au-
thenic objects and nearly 250, rep-
licas to be found in Stovall
Museum's classical antiquities col-
lection . (PhotolGilJain) SeePage4 .
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4 RELICS OF ANTIQUITY

How did a small, low-budget university museum in the American Southwest
acquire a marvelous collection of treasures from classical antiquity? Each ac-
quisition comes with an anecdote almost as interesting as the item itself.

10 PRENTICE GAUTT: A SOONER'S STORY
Today he is associate commissioner of the Big Eight, liked, respected, admired,
but in 1956 he was just an 18-year-old kid trying to do what no other black
had ever done - play football at the University of Oklahoma .

16 THE GIFT OF HOPE
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Although bone marrow transplants still are considered high-risk, progress
is being made every day in a sophisticated new treatment unit at Oklahoma
Memorial Hospital directed by OU's Robert Epstein and Bradley Slease .

21 BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD
Even the most carefully conceived architectural plan becomes outmoded in
time ; however, the original architect seldom gets the opportunity to do the
update . BettyJackson is the exception . Her clients keep comingback for more .

25 WORLD LITERATURE TODAY AT 60
A half-century-plus-10 may not be everyone's favorite age, but for the Univer-
sity's prestigious international literary quarterly, the occasion was a tribute
to the contributions of its five editors and hundreds of reviewers .

30 MRS. SHULTZ GOES TO LAW SCHOOL
For a woman to go to law school was unusual in 1964 . For anyone to first enter
those hallowed halls at the age of 67 is unheard of even today. Someone must
have neglected to tell Audrey Shultz that it just couldn't be done .
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